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INTRODUCING DIGITAL MICRO-CAMPAIGNS
As a new entry in the ATM technology space, the Tellerex leadership team prioritized the creation of marketing content to 1)
drive awareness for our brand and to 2) highlight the ways we partner with our industry clients.
Based on a review of the industry landscape, our team understood the need for messaging and communication that moved
beyond the functional talking points related to ATM refurbishment, which dominate the marketplace today.
Beginning in Q4 2019, our team kicked-off the creation of a series of monthly micro-campaigns, of which the “Enhancing the
customer experience through ATM’s” launched at the beginning of January 2020.
Each month our leadership team will explore the topics shaping the industry today.
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WHY MICRO-CAMPAIGNS
In reviewing this strategy, our leadership team outlined five objectives of utilizing micro-campaigns.
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Quickly Build & Scale
New Content

Support Shorter
Attention Spans

Address Longer Sales
Cycles

Minimize Loses
Following A ‘Miss’

Remain Agile and
Flexible

Provide the framework to
quickly buildout and
share our new marketing
content.

Keep our brand top of
mind with fresh new
content released every
week.

Address long sales cycles
with milestones, then
finding real-time
opportunities.

You know the
adage about putting all
your eggs in one basket…

Allow teams to
adjust the creative and
improve performance.

Over 30-pieces of unique
marketing content
created in just 2.5
months.

In the first week, our new
content was published
across six platforms
creating over 34 unique
touchpoints.

Content facilitated over
10+ client calls in the first
week alone.

In-depth marketing
content created for six
strategically critical
industry topics.

Customer data reviewed
in real-time allows for
optimization as needed.

JANUARY'S DEEP DIVE

Our first deep dive went live in January, and
the supporting content can be viewed
online at our website links below:
Deep Dive Explanation Page
https://www.tellerex.com/deep-dives
January Deep Dive Content on
“Enhancing the Customer Experience”
https://www.tellerex.com/customerexperience

JANUARY’S CONTENT (LINKS INCLUDED)
A though-leadership
‘white paper’ highlighting our POV

An executive interview
w/ Tellerex’s CEO

1-page ‘quick read’ highlighting
specific CX enhancements

1-page ‘quick read’ on using
ATM as a marketing channel

Four weekly blogs dive deep into this topic through
the lens of credit unions and tier-1 financial
institutions.

A ’blinded’ industry
case study

MEASUREIBLE RESULTS
48-hours, after launching the January edition of our deep dive, the number of visitors
to our website exceeded the number of unique visitors experienced in the previous 4weeks!

In the first week after launching, the number of client contacts doubled.

Following the January release, engagement figures from social media (Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn) highlight an increase of over 300%!

Tellerex leadership projects the potential ROI on this initiative to provide an ROI of
over 1000% (spending on this 6-month initiative has been less than $10K)
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